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Prices 

Kit 

N/A 

Refills 

$72.70/2.7g ($26.93g) 

Shelf life 

3 years

Raves & Rants 
 

a	 Viscosity works for most types of uses 	

a	 Exceeds 80% cure goal in proximal box in  

 only 20 seconds		
	

r	 No incisal shade		

r	 No opaque shade

4.4 
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Introduction/
Manufacturer’s Claims 

flowable composite that is the companion to the 

sculptable composite with the same name. it is stated to 

be strong enough for all cavity classes. However, most 

(68%) evaluators were not convinced and only used it for 

typical flowable applications. it also promises high gloss 

that is “easy to polish by wiping the cured resin with an 

ethanol-soaked gauze or cotton roll, making it simple to 

incorporate into the clinical workflow” and light diffusion 

for the chameleon effect.

Type
Nanohybrid.

Filler Content

Average Particle Size 
(Microns)

Dispensing
syringes. 

Consistency and Handling
most (74%) evaluators liked the way it handles, while the 

other 26% thought it was just oK — about the same as 

other flowables. several evaluators noted that it doesn’t 

slump and is only minimally sticky.

Flow 

5.0 (all shades). All evaluators thought its viscosity was 

exceptional, not too runny and/or not too thick, although 

two evaluators noted it was slightly too runny for class iV 

and class V.

Porosity
most evaluators (79%) reported virtually no surface 

voids, while the other 21% found only a few voids after 

polishing.

Curing Time for Gingival 
Wall Increment

Working Time under 
Dental Unit Light
30 seconds.

Shades
10 7 are matched to Vita (A1, A2, A3, A3.5, A4, B1, and 

B2), plus Xw and w bleach shades (both are lighter 

than B1, with Xw being slightly lighter than w) and KA6 

(cervical shade that is much darker than even A4).

most evaluators (89%) thought the basic shade selection 

was fine, while the other 11% wanted more shades. when 

it came to matching the Vita shade guide, all evaluators 

except one found that they are very close, with the lone 

holdout finding that some shades matched and others 

didn’t. with the bleach shades, again most (84%) felt the 

selection was adequate, with the remaining 16% wanting 

more shades.

weight 75%

Volume 59%

Glass filler 3.5

Volume 0.18

cure time
cure % (gingival 

compared to occlusal)

20s 87

40s DNt
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Translucency/Opacity (T/O)

A2 and KA6 have typical body shade translucency/

opacity, while w has the opacity of a dentin/opaque 

shade. for the evaluators who restored through and 

through lesions, most (75%) did not find the single 

opacity could block out shine-through, while the other 

25% were able to block out shine-through. one evaluator 

thought they had a more translucent quality, which is not 

necessarily good because they could look grayish.

on the other hand, most (67%) evaluators found it to be 

translucent enough to simulate incisal translucency, while 

the other 33% were not able to pull off this trick.

Shade Guide
clearfil majesty es-2 guide, but shades are also keyed to 

Vita classic.

Radiopacity
All evaluators thought its radiopacity was about right.

Fluorescence
Almost an exact match to tooth structure.

Finishing and Polishing

most (68%) evaluators thought it was easy to polish it to 

an enamel-like shine, with the other 32% finding it was 

close to an enamel-like sheen, but not quite the same.

However, we were not able to validate the claim that 

you can easily polish it by wiping the cured resin with an 

ethanol-soaked gauze or cotton roll. it is true that you can 

impart a satin-like finish to a freshly cured restoration if 

you are so skilled that you don’t need to touch it with any 

type of rotary instrument. But the fact is — restorations 

virtually always need some type of contouring, so trying 

to produce an enamel-like gloss after contouring with just 

an alcohol gauze is just not possible.

Packaging
No kits. the refills come in sealed plastic bags with the 

product identification and the expiration date on one side. 

while bags don’t take up much room, they are difficult to 

store on an open shelf. the bags are also non-resealable. 

the syringes are larger than the more typical tuberculin-

like with the shade identified in only one place near the 

tip, but the shade is also displayed on the end of the 

push-type plunger for easy identification in a composite 

caddy. the moisture-resistant labels also include the 

expiration date. Needle tips are very fine gauge.

most evaluators found the packaging to be adequate. 

several appreciated the hammerhead-shark-like 

extensions on the caps that made for easier removal. 

A few evaluators thought the extrusion pressure to be 

higher than they preferred and, although the number of 

tips was deemed to be adequate and the gauge is quite 

fine, at least two evaluators still wanted a small gauge tip. 

Directions
multi-language, plain paper, annoying foldout design, 

and with a font size that requires you to wear your loupes 

to read them. information is somewhat wordy but also 

straightforward and simple to understand. However, one 

of the indications is for class i and ii restorations. even 

though this material is heavily filled, we would be hesitant 

to use it as the sole restorative material for a posterior 

restoration other than a class V. spanish version has a 

few translation errors.

shade t/o rating (0% is clear, 
100% is totally opaque)

A2 64

KA6 67

w 73

Polisher matches enamel Gloss

Astropol yes

PoGo yes
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Strengths
Nice handling and viscosity — non-runny in most 

instances. cure at the bottom of the proximal 

box is excellent even after just 20 seconds. Does 

not continue to run out the tip after you stop 

dispensing. Good distribution of shades. Polishes 

to a high shine. Very good radiopacity and 

fluorescence — just about matches natural tooth 

structure. minimal voids.

a Weaknesses
most shades are not opaque enough to block out 

shine-through. No incisal shades. only available 

in syringes. No kits. extruding pressure is higher 

than most other flowables. Polishing with an 

alcohol gauze doesn’t work. short working time. 

one evaluator didn’t like the slightly larger syringe 

compared to most other flowables.

r

BOTTOM LINE
Much better than the product it replaces and should handle most needs, but a few more shades

would make it outstanding.
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Superior Polish 
in Seconds!!!

Easy and 
Durable!!!

Reduce Chairside Time with...

MaNufaCTuRER’S
PaGE
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CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES Flow is a universal flowable 
composite developed by using special submicron 
fillers that make it easy to polish. 

This material is extremely easy to polish in just a 
few seconds, when compared to other flowable 
materials that require longer polishing (Fig. 1) or 
multiple steps.

EXCEPTIONALLY EASY TO POLISH 

1
1

• Direct restorations for all cavity classes, cervical lesions, tooth wear, and tooth erosion
• As a cavity base/liner
• Corrections of tooth position and shape
• Intraoral repair of fractured restorations
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Polished 20 Sec++

Polished 10 Sec++

No Polish+

Surefil SDR
Flow**

DENTSPLY

Grandio So
Heavy Flow**

VOCO

Tetric
EvoFlow**

Ivoclar

Supreme
Ultra Flow**
3M ESPE

CLEARFIL MAJESTY 
ES Flow
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 Fig. 1: COMPARISON OF GLOSS BEFORE & AFTER POLISH

 Fig. 2: GLOSS AFTER WIPING WITH ETHANOL

 Fig. 4: CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES-2 SHADE GUIDE

A high level gloss can be achieved by simply wip-
ing the cured CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES Flow resin
with a gauze or cotton roll soaked in ethanol
(See comparison in Fig. 2).

A higher level of polishability can be achieved 
with a simple 10-20 second, one-step polishing 
technique that will produce a smooth surface. 
Clinically, smooth surfaces have a tendency to 
reduce plaque accumulation.

SMOOTH CONTOURS ARE AS EASY 
AS A SINGLE WIPE

Tetric EvoFlow**
Ivoclar

Supreme
Ultra Flow**
3M ESPE

Grandio So
Heavy Flow**
VOCO

Surefil SDR**
DENTSPLY

CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES Flow is available 
in 10 shades and follows the same shade 
concept as CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES-2
(Fig. 4).

UNIQUE SHADE SYSTEM

1

+ Gloss level of all the materials were measured after ethanol wiping.
++Tested Materials were Polished with same criteria using Opti1Step Polisher (Kerr Corporation)

CLEARFIL MAJESTY 
ES Flow

** Not a trademark of KURARAY Co., Ltd

** Not a trademark of KURARAY Co., Ltd

Polish retention is one of the key features required 
for composite restorations. The filler particles of 
CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES Flow have been designed 

to produce opti-
mum polish re-
tention. 

An In-Vitro tooth-
brush wear test 
shows high pol-
ish retention of 
the product 
(Fig. 3).

POLISH RETENTION

1

 Fig. 3: HIGH POLISH RETENTION 
AFTER TOOTHBRUSH WEAR TEST

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

40,000
Brushs

20 Sec
Polishing

Polish Level (%)

CLEARFIL MAJESTY ES Flow is a light-cure, universal, flowable composite that contains 75 wt% 
filler and is indicated for the following restorative applications:

MaNufaCTuRER’S
PaGE


